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things and to support our organization)
Sincerely,
Greg Kramer

Wisdom's Goldenrod Private Audience
with His Holiness the Dalai Lama
September 19, 2006, Buffalo, New York
Translator Thubten Jinpa
Ella May: Thank you for being with us and staying with us always, always.
HHDL: So whenever meeting with member of your group - your old master, I always remember him. (Rubs chin
like Anthony did.) (laughter) [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Very erect in his posture. (laughter)
HHDL: And with difficult task. (His Holiness laughs.) On several occasions, you see, discussion. He —
fundamentally he believe, all ancient Indian tradition must be, you see, the same. And he tried to — sameness.
One occasion I told him that is impossible (more laughter). All those Indian masters, Buddhist masters like
Dignanga, Dharmakirti, and Aryadeva, all these great scholars of Buddhist Nalanda tradition, they know, they
should know very well what the non-Buddhist theory. So they consider something separate. So in twentieth
century, now impossible to —
Translator: To merge them into one. (laughter)
HHDL: So in anyway, I really admire his sort of spirit, his dedication for deeper human value. So I am very
happy meeting with some old students, some of young. I just appreciate. So, yes, now — do you have some
questions or some —?
Lou deS: I have a question, Your Holiness. Your Holiness, the original paradigm that our center was set up
under for financial purposes is not working anymore. We are having financial difficulties. And in the old days we
paid for everything by members' donations. All the members financed our facility and paid for things. That model
is no longer working. So some of us are thinking we should have classes that people pay, pay for, pay tuition,
and also to pay teachers. But others in our group feel that [video begins here] that would violate what Anthony
set up — he felt the community should support the facility. So we would like to hear if you would care to ask or
comment on this issue — we would certainly welcome your advice about that, about the finances. And whether it
would be spiritually — whether there are spiritual implications for ... (HHDL: Hmm.) ... charging for classes and
paying teachers.
HHDL: Basically all (our?) organization meant for spirituality. So, as organization to survive, for survival, money
also matter. So then you should be realistic. I think whether this organization should exist or not — I think it
should exist. Therefore, there, you need some means to survive. So the only option is to give some type of
payment. [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: His Holiness was saying that he doesn't see any contradiction, you know, between charging,
through that way.
HHDL: Anthony — of course I think very much, what you say, I think, spiritual-minded, not at all consider about
money, so all work should come through monetary basis. Now time change, reality change, so then you've got a
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new reality, you have to act. Otherwise it would - I think this is my view -- provided the collected money, MUST
be spent on spiritual things, not personal pocket, something like that, not — [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Not as a business, not as a business enterprise. Lou: Mmm. Uh-huh.
HHDL: If you can some business then - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Of course if you— [HHDL speaks Tibetan] So of course as part of the financial resources, to
support your organization, you may enter into more kind of more commercial activities. But in these cases the
capitals should be raised not from lecture fees that are being charged, course fees that are being charged, but
some other sources. Like the fees, the funds that are raised from the courses should be really spent towards
courses themselves and other spiritual things HHDL: And such as publication of books, to the classes. [speaks Tibetan] When you get some money out of
sort of teaching of classes, used for - to sustain or extension of that classes. So, some money come from
religious activities again used for religious activities.
Lou: And that includes paying teachers?
HHDL: Sure, yes, certainly. Lou: Okay. Thank you.
Translator: [HHDL speaks Tibetan] Of course we are presuming there would be teacher who would be
contented. (laughter) Lou: Thank you.
HHDL: Anything else? Lou: Tim, would you give the translator these questions?
Elaine: Shouldn't the offerings be made? Tim: We have some offerings there, yes.
Elaine: Shouldn't that happen first?
HHDL: First I have a discussion or some suggestions.
Nanci: I have -just to clarify about the teachers — the teachers are among us here, students of Anthony...
HHDL: Hrnrn? Nanci: ... and who are different from the teachers who are invited, who are famous, we pay
them—
HHDL: Ah yes, more spiritual-minded. Nanci: Well ... (laughter)
HHDL: At least this is some principle. This is some principle (?). Okay.
Nanci: Well, the famous teachers that we would pay, as opposed to us among our community who "Oh, you'd
pay this person as a teacher, but not this person as a teacher?" You see some of that difficulty of who are
worthy of being paid? Do you see this question?
HHDL: [HHDL and translator speak in Tibetan] When you have different opinion, then some kind of vote, and
majority — and minority. Okay. [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: His Holiness was saying that one system that the Tibetans use, which you do not have that
recourse to, which is a form of divination which is not going to be used - (laughter)
HHDL: Thank you.
Translator: And then urn, and also— [HHDL speaks Tibetan] It's like drawing lots. Yeah, it's drawing lots.
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Students: Okay.
HHDL: Oh, that was one method. First ask everybody's opinion and - we each have different opinion, so in any
case, unanimous sort of position impossible to take? Then - that is the way (laughter). I think the Buddha, I
think Buddha himself - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So in Buddha's own time the decisions were often made on the basis of majority preference.
HHDL: If unanimous position come, best. If not, majority. Lou: Okay.
HHDL: That's the democratic way, and also the Buddhist way. Lou: Fair enough.
HHDL: Buddha give authority to group of monk, four, four monk, so he never gave sort of authority to single
monk. So he never gave power to Dalai Lama as highest servant - monastic sort of position is concerned,
group of people. So I think Buddha himself created some way democratic principle. So like that. Yes, next.
Tim to translator: This question. Just to there (points to paper).
Translator reading written question: Most Americans aren't taught the same collection (corpus) of materials as
the Tibetans in their Buddhist education. [HHDL and translator speak in Tibetan.] Do we need to study the
"collected topics" (Du Dra), "minds and awareness" (Lo Rik), "tenets", "grounds and paths" (Sa Lam) of both the
perfection vehicle and tantric vehicle? Or can we fruitfully study Madhyamika without these?
[Translator and HHDL speak in Tibetan] So with regard to cultivating the understanding of the Middle Way view,
there does exist in the tradition itself an avenue that is different from the scholastic method of training, which
involves debating, and learning the kind of epistemology like mind and matter..., but rather the introduction to the
Middle Way view is conducted more from a student-teacher basis, on the basis of a genre of texts known as the
"Guide to the View", "Guide to the View" text.
HHDL: Mm-hm. (pause). I think first as a basis [speaks Tibetan].
Translator: Tenet system. Lou: Tenet systems.
HHDL: So from that you get the knowledge or understanding of major differences among ancient Indian
thought, Buddhist, non-Buddhist. And what is their reasons for different views. Now for example, the nonBuddhist school of thought, they also use reasons to prove the existence of independent self. And then the
Buddhist: how refuse these reasons and use reasons non-existence of independent self. So these are important
to know. Then within the Buddhist, the four schools of thought: Vaibhasika, Sautrantika, Cittamantra, and
Madhyamika, you see similar the first one, I mean, each one have their own sort of reasons [Tibetan], tenets,
how study, what differences and what their real point. And then number one, when they refuse or
when they argue the other sort of view, what the reasons. All supposed to see ultimately common sense. So
that's I think useful. Then - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So on the basis of this preparatory study of the tenet systems, then if you can study a shortish text
on the Madhyamika view, a concise text.
HHDL: Then those, just generally for anybody. Then those people who have time and who want to further
study, then - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So for those individuals then it may be helpful to try to have some understanding of the way in
which the logical arguments work in these Indian classical texts, and also try to expand one's study of
Madhyamika the basis of greater texts and also treatises. [HHDL speaks Tibetan] But it is - having said this,
it's very difficult to discriminate right at the beginning among individuals saying, you know, for this group we're
going to teach this way and for this group we're going to teach another way.
HHDL: So I think first, everybody who want basic sort of knowledge, explanation, about ancient Indian tradition
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through...
Translator: Tenet systems, text on tenet systems.
HHDL: Then some study ... Madhyamika views ... Then those individuals who want more - more variety or
wider sort of subject, then create opportunity to (honor lesson?) to study more.
Students: [Mostly inaudible discussion: If there's time. If he wants...]
HHDL: [HHDL and translator confer in Tibetan] Ten, twenty minutes okay.
Translator to Tim: Do you want me to read this one? Tim: Okay.
Translator reading written question: Why is it that the teaching of emptiness appears - teachings of emptiness
appear - accessible to the intellect and inaccessible as experience? How can both these errors be corrected?
[HHDL and translator speak in Tibetan]
HHDL: I think it's not only shunya, or emptiness, subject of emptiness, but any subject. (laughter) There's the
mere knowledge here, that's easy, then translate into experience, difficult. Even impermanence, as intellectual,
yes. Momentarily changing, yes. But then real feeling here, take time (giggles). I think everybody feel like that
I think - first study, knowledge, then through experience, then deeper, how you say, have a deeper knowledge
through the experience.
Avery: What's the best way to deepen that experience?
HHDL: What's best? Spend more time (laughter). And every moment.
Avery: Every moment.
HHDL: Think. Think. Think. Think: For example, shunya or impermanence - every occasion - when we look
flower, when we look, how you say, clouds, and then remember, translate feeling. Water goes, look and think,
and then translate into the feeling. Then also sensoria, sensoria, physical sensoria - think every moment - if you
look - the perspective of the impermanence, everything now teach us the nature of impermanence. Then
impermanence - every impermanence is, must depend on causes and conditions. So essentially there is no,
how to say, nature of independent effort. So that leads the absence of independent existence (surya?). That
leaves understanding of absence of independent existence. So that means shunya, emptiness. So for example,
when we develop feeling of 'I' then investigate, immediately investigate, who has 'I'? You can't find it. That also
now closer to the reality of self. Like that. For every moment. Now for example, my own case, I think practically
whenever I use the word 'I, some reflection, "Oh, there's no I." [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Most of the time when I use the first-person term 'I' (to this 'I?) immediately this term is followed by
another awareness that 'I' truly does not exist. So this is a function of habituation, and familiarity.
HHDL: So. Yes, it is true, here are human beings (laughs). And as individuals, as genuine Americans, human
beings, if I hurt, yes, I will accumulate sin. Karma, negative sin. But then the very basis of human being where?
what? which? I cannot find. And your side, also,you see looking at me, "Oh, here one human being. One
Tibetan. One Dalai Lama, a bhikshu." It is true. But meantime, further investigate.
(whispers) Where's the REAL Dalai Lama? This the Dalai Lama's body, yes. I think that's the body. Body also.
Only color of the body not real body. Or other shapes. So further goes, further goes. No anxwer, you cannot find.
So that now the other question ... emptiness - one side, emptiness; one side, interdependency - these two
things must go together. Because of interdependency, it is fact. Because of interdependency, no absolute
reality. Okay. So think more. Think more. Think more. (laughter)
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When you're eating, think. And when you're in bathroom, think. When you sleep, about to sleep, think. And as
soon as morning, wake up, think. Uh, that's the way to be right. [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Because otherwise you know we tend to, you know, get in such a way that in the meditation
session we contemplate, but once the session is over, we leave it at that, then there is no real impact. [HHDL
speaks Tibetan] There is a Dzog-chen (doctrinal?) text in which there is the line, "There is no distinction
between meditative session and after meditation, after-session periods." 'I [HHDL speaks Tibetan] Similarly in
general the Mahayana Buddhist language we speak of the experience of the meditative state, meditative
session refers to, is referred to as the experience of space-like emptiness. And the experience of the postmeditation sessions are referred to as the experience of illusion mind - like after sessions.
HHDL: So both touching, you see, emptiness. So then next - finish. Thank you. (laughter) Thank you.
Shunya. Although my own sort of knowledge or experience of shunya, certainly very limited. But one of my
favorite sort of subjects. Thank you. And then Buddhist altruism, intellectually easy to understand - but
transformation is, I think, basically harder than experience of shunya or emptiness. So think more the altruism
and read more. Shantideva's book, you see, best ["Guide to the Bodhisattva's Life"]. Shantideva book. Best!
The 6th chapter and 8th chapter. The 9th chapter considers about shunyata. Very complicated. (laughter) It
needs a lot of explanation, a lot of understood - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: Reading the 9th chapter alone, it's very challenging unless you have some preparatory background
before you can fully appreciate the 9th chapter.
HHDL: So, thank you. Students: We have offerings... We'd like to offer something—
HHDL: Now here [unrolls picture] one sort of picture: the Buddha and then previously, six scholars.
Translator: Indian masters.
HHDL: Indian masters from Nalanda. Then I add another few more, altogether 17 Nalanda scholars. These
scholars are the author of those root texts which we study. And also I think all Tibetan tradition based on
scriptures, writings of these masters. So - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So His Holiness was saying that he wrote a praise, verses, a short text, in praise of the 17 Nalanda
masters, and also based on that he also created this thangka, painting.
HHDL: Anthony - [speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So if Anthony were alive, I would have told him that although all of these great 17 masters were all
followers of the one and the same teacher - the Buddha - there were differences among them? (HHDL and
students laugh)
HHDL: So they have different interpretations of Buddha's teachings (more laughter). You cannot synthesize.
[speaks Tibetan]
Translator: So you cannot put them put them together.
Timothy: But you can get them very close.
HHDL: So very useful these texts wrote by these masters, really very very useful, very useful. So I hope
eventually more translations, then very useful. [Painting rolled up by attendant.]
Students: Thank you.
HHDL: Even, uh yes? [HHDL drops roll of scarf] Oh-oh. [leans over and picks it up, saying to Ella May:] For
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you. Mataji. [HHDL stands up and puts white scarf around Ella May's neck and presses his head against hers
for a long moment.]
[Students begin standing. HHDL hands rolled picture to Timothy.]
Lou: Your Holiness, thank you for seeing us.
Students: We have some gifts.
Nanci: We're trying to give you offerings and instead you give us one.
[Lou takes wooden relief Tara out of bag and gives to His Holiness.]
HHDL: Mm. This is Tara. Lou: Green Tara... from Wisdom's Goldenrod.
HHDL: Green Tara, yes. [speaks Tibetan] Thank you, thank you, thank you. Thank you.
Tim to attendant: This is for His Holiness. They are malas to be given out.
Vic: [gives His Holiness his book] This is—In 1991 you asked for help with Buddhism and science, and in your
last book you asked, made a heartfelt plea, so I did my best to answer that. Without assuming any technical
knowledge of physics or Buddhism, this book makes deeper the connections between Prasangika and modern
physics than anything ... (HHDL: Ohh.) .. .and there's also real connections between physics and compassion.
HHDL: Thank you. Vic: So I hope it goes... HHDL: Not yet published? Vic: No, it's on its way. HHDL: It's c
its way, huh. Vic: In some small way, I hope it relieves suffering.
HHDL: [speaks Tibetan] On its way. Very good. Thank you. Vic: Thank you! HHDL: Thank you. Thank you
very much.
HHDL: Yes? (to Bert) Bert: [gives His Holiness the journal] This is the journal that you wrote the inspiring
introduction to, and we want to thank you for that. And there's your old friend Anthony [pointing to cover of
journal]. HHDL: Thank you. Bert: I just want to thank you on behalf of everyone of the group in our
community. Thank you very much. [HHDL flips through journal, gives it back to Bert, who hands it to attendan
Nanci: [gives His Holiness book of photos of Gutso hospital] Every year we send you a gift, a monetary gift in
honor of your birthday, and starting in 2003 we are sending monies for the Gutso hospital in Tibet... HHDL:
Thank you. Nanci: ...sent each year at your birthday time. And this is you and Anthony at Wisdom's
Goldenrod. [points to photo on cover]
HHDL: I'm quite young [tapping photo] (much laughter). Student: We were all young.
Nanci: So each year we'll send you an update on how this hospital is progressing. We work with Mr. Rinchen
Darhlo at the Tibetan Fund in New York City.
HHDL: Very good, very good. Thank you.
Lou: Your Holiness, thank you.
HHDL: Group picture. [Everyone moves together for group photo]
Nanci: Are you feeling better, Your Holiness? HHDL: Hmm? Nanci: Is your health improving?
HHDL: Yes. Nanci: Really! HHDL: ... Some problems. Fevers. Nanci: Now you're feeling better.
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HHDL: Four weeks, complete rest. So now, it seems to be, all energy return. K.
[Pause while two photos taken]
HHDL: Thank you, thank you, bye-bye, thank you.... Students: Thank you.
[Security and students talking as group leaves; video off while Greg gives Tibetan e-mail address to send files of
photos]
Richard: If there's anything we can do for you, let us know.
HHDL: Mmm. Students: Thank you.
Avery: Can we stay in touch your Holiness? Can we stay in touch with you? Can our group stay in touch with
you? Can our group stay in touch with you, connected with you?
HHDL: Oh, yes, of course. [video on again] Of course. According to, let's say, Tibetan tradition, once know
each other that friendship should remain (for long time?), even next life. So please keep close contact. And
actually, Anthony, at last meeting, he asked me - he almost like, handed over his responsibility to my shoulder.
So morally, I have the sort of the moral responsibility, but I cannot do very very much. I can't do much.
(laughter)
Lou: Your Holiness, you're always welcome at Wisdom's Goldenrod.
HHDL: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
Steve D: Thank God you have big shoulders.
Students: Thank you. HHDL: Thank you, bye-bye.
Ella May: Thank you, Your Holiness. Most wonderful. HHDL: Thank you. Thank you.
Ella May: Most wonderful.
HHDL: See you again. See you again.
Herbert: ... in New York.
Alan: Some of us will see you in New York....
Avery: See you at the teachings. Will you be doing teachings again in March?
HHDL: In March, yes.
Ella May: Thank you thank you.
end
Transcribed by June, Helen, and Greg

This text is by Patrul Rinpoche called "The special teaching of the wise and glorious king." It is a commentary
and auto-commentary on the original Dzog-chen teaching by Garab Dorje called "hitting the essence in three
words." You can find complete translation and commentary by HHDL in his book Dzogchen (Snow Lion; 2004)
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